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Academy Life Member Robert William Gibson died on July 28, 2014, at the age of 83. He was a long-time faculty member at Deakin University in Australia and did much to promote the study of accounting history on the island continent and in nearby New Zealand. Bob retired from Deakin University on March 31, 1993 at the end of his term as Associate Dean, Faculty of Management. For fifteen years (1980-1994), Bob served as editor (founding editor) of Accounting History Newsletter and its successor, Accounting History (Australia), which were publications of the Accounting History Special Interest Group of the Accounting Association of Australia and New Zealand (AAANZ). Bob developed the style of these publications and encouraged the submission of manuscripts. As a tribute to Bob, Garland Publishing, Inc. issued a 1996 volume consisting of 25 papers that Bob had shepherded through the publishing process at the AAANZ journals. That volume, edited by Garry D. Carnegie and Peter W. Wolnizer, was entitled Accounting History Newsletter 1980-1989 and Accounting History 1989-1994: A Tribute to Robert William Gibson.

Bob received both bachelors (1960) and masters (1968) degrees in commerce from the University of Melbourne. With three young children, including a baby, Bob came to the USA in 1970, at the age of 39, where he entered the Ph.D. program at the University of Cincinnati. He returned to Australia to write his dissertation and finished his degree in 1976. The title of his dissertation, which was chaired by Dr. Clara Lelievre, was “The Uniformity Problem and the State of Australian Company Financial Reporting.” It was Clara Lelievre who introduced Bob to the field of accounting history research. He took her doctoral-level course in accounting history, and as was true of many of Lelievre’s mentees, Bob was forever a disciple of accounting history.

From the time he finished his doctorate, Bob was a regular attendee at meetings of the AAANZ, the American Accounting Association, the Academy of Accounting Historians, and the quadrennial World Congresses of Accounting Historians. His last overseas trip was in 2004 when he attended the 10th World Congress at the University of Mississippi in Oxford. Bob was the author of many articles over the years and several books—some in multiple editions.

Bob was elected to Life Member status in the Academy of Accounting Historians in 2001. He is survived by his wife, Wendy, and four adult children.